Research in mammalian cell biology often relies on developing in vitro models to enable the growth of cells in the laboratory to investigate a specific biological mechanism or process under different test conditions. The quality of such models and how they represent the behavior of cells in real tissues plays a critical role in the value of the data produced and how it is used. It is particularly important to recognize how the structure of a cell influences its function and how co-culture models can be used to more closely represent the structure of real tissue. In recent years, technologies have been developed to enhance the way in which researchers can grow cells and more readily create tissue-like structures. Here we identify the limitations of culturing mammalian cells by conventional methods on two-dimensional (2D) substrates and review the popular approaches currently available that enable the development of three-dimensional (3D) tissue models in vitro.
Introduction
It is well established that cells adapt to their surrounding environment by responding to local signals and cues, which in turn has consequences for cell proliferation, differentiation and function (Baker & Chen, 2012) . The growth of mammalian cells in vitro using traditional culture methods is far removed from the complexities cells encounter in reallife tissues. One of the major physical differences relates to the shape and geometry cells acquire when grown on a flat substrate such as in a conventional cell culture plate or flask. Growth on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces results in cell flattening and remodeling of the cell and its internal cytoskeleton (Fig. 1 ). Such changes have been shown to alter gene expression (Vergani et al. 2004) . Cell flattening also affects nuclear shape, which can also lead to differences in gene expression and protein synthesis (Thomas et al. 2002) . Accordingly, existing 2D cell culture models are often a poor proxy when used to study cell growth in vitro due to their inability to form more natural tissue-like structures. This has a significant impact on cell performance and consequently influences the results of biological assays. For example, monolayers of cultured cells are thought to be more susceptible to therapeutic agents (Bhadriraju & Chen, 2002; Sun et al. 2006) . Furthermore, cell culture on rigid surfaces can enhance cell proliferation but inhibit cell differentiation due to the limited cell interactions (Cukierman et al. 2002) . A more appropriately engineered cell culture environment could improve the predictive accuracy of the drug discovery process (Bhadriraju & Chen, 2002) and aid in the understanding of tissue morphogenesis (Yamada & Cukierman, 2007) .
Over recent years there has been a gradual development and adoption of technologies that enable cultured cells to acquire or maintain their natural morphology and structure. 'Three-dimensional' (3D) cell culturing has been developed to enhance the structure of cells and physiological relevance of experiments performed in vitro. The third dimension allows for greater cell-to-cell contact, resulting in increased intercellular signaling, facilitating developmental processes, and allowing cells to differentiate into more complex structures. A 3D environment also enables cells to organize into tissue-like structures through a more uniform expression of adhesion molecules distributed across the cell surface (Cukierman et al. 2002) . In 3D cell culture, receptors and adhesion molecules are more naturally spread more evenly over the cell surface, whereas in 2D culture cells are polarized and binding proteins tend to be concentrated on the ventral surface where they attach to the tissue culture plastic (Bokhari et al. 2007a) .
It is important to clearly define what is meant by the term '3D cell culture'. 3D cell culture is about providing a suitable micro-environment for optimal cell growth, differentiation and function, and the ability to create tissue-like constructs in vitro. This is achieved by: (i) allowing individual cells to maintain their normal 3D shape, structure and function with minimal exogenous support and interference; (ii) encouraging cells to form complex interactions with adjacent cells and receive and transmit signals; (iii) enabling a more natural environment for different cell types to foster the creation of native architecture found in tissue structures; and (iv) reducing stress and artificial responses as a result of cell adaptation to flat, 2D growth surfaces.
Three-dimensional cell culture technology
Various methods have been developed to meet the growing demand for 3D cell culture. There is no panacea or single technology that satisfies the needs of all 3D cell culture and users are required to select the most appropriate model for their cell-based assay. Approaches to 3D culture can be broadly categorized as scaffold-free or scaffold-based culture systems, with scaffolds made from either natural or synthetic materials. For the purposes of this review, we will highlight some of the most popular examples currently used, including aggregate cultures and spheroids, hydrogels, and scaffold-based technologies (Fig. 2) .
Aggregate cultures and the formation of spheroids
Scaffold-free systems primarily consist of the formation of multi-cellular aggregates, often referred to as spheroids, in which cells form their own extracellular matrix components. Such structures can be produced in various ways and using alternative materials. For the purposes of this review we will focus on the formation of spheroids using the hanging drop technique (Keller, 1995) , where cells are cultured in a drop of media suspended on the lid of a cell culture dish ( Fig. 2A) . However, aggregate cultures can also be produced using low adherence substrates. In both cases, cells are unable to adhere to a surface and form clumps in suspension. In hanging drops, the cells form 3D spheroids at the apex of the droplet of media. This approach has multi- Fig. 1 Impact of the physical environment on cell structure. (A) Visualisation of cells for each of the three dimensions (X,Y,Z). In simple terms, X and Y symbolize the length and width of a cell, and Z describes the height. In conventional 2D culture, cells grow as monolayers on a solid substrate; they flatten and possess a low vertical height (left). In contrast, cells cultured in a 3D model maintain a more natural 3D structure and possess more normal dimensions all round (right). Furthermore, the overall height (*) of a conventional 2D monolayer culture is relatively fixed, whereas that of a 3D culture is more versatile, depending on the 3D cell technology used, and can be built up to form multi-layered tissue-like structures. Interactions between adjacent cells cultured in 2D are restricted to the periphery of the cells within a single plane (left, dotted box), whereas in 3D models the scope of intercellular contact is all around. (B) Confocal images of a single fibroblast grown in 2D or 3D culture. The cell has been stained with phalloidin to visualize the primary structural elements of the F-actin cytoskeleton and 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for the nucleus. The images show the shape of a typical cell when visualized from above (top panels) or from the side (bottom panels). Note how thin a cell can become when cultured on a flat substrate as in conventional 2D culture (left) compared with the more normal structure of a cell in a 3D culture model (right). Scale bars: 10 lm. (Images courtesy of Dr. F. Tholozan, Durham University).
ple applications. It has been shown to permit long-term cell survival and maintenance of the stem cell phenotype of bone marrow stromal cells (Banerjee & Bhonde, 2006) and it also allows for more homogeneous differentiation compared with standard cell monolayers (De Smedt et al. 2008) . It has been proposed that the hanging drop method maintains a high local concentration of endogenous factors such as the hedgehog proteins and is therefore able to sustain tissue function better than monolayer cultures (Szczepny et al. 2009 ).
The formation of multi-cellular aggregates is of particular importance in stem cell biology for the in vitro differentiation of stem cells. In this case the aggregates are referred to as embryoid bodies (EBs) and can be formed using both the hanging-drop method and other techniques (Kurosawa, 2007; Antonchuk, 2013) . These other techniques allow for the production of uniform-sized Ebs; this is an important parameter, as EB size has previously been demonstrated to affect cell differentiation (Messana et al. 2008; Bratt-Leal et al. 2009 ). Embryonic stem cell-based aggregates are able to form either simple EBs with morula-like structures or cystic EBs where a central cavity forms resembling the blastula stage (Abe et al. 1996) . The ability to form layered and organized structures that more closely mimic the scale and ordered complexity of real tissues is limited due to problems with long-term maintenance of EBs. There are also limitations in nutrient and gaseous diffusion and difficulties in media exchange that can lead to necrosis when using the hanging drop method. However, these hypoxic conditions may be advantageous in 3D models used for modeling the development and progression of tumors.
Spheroids are of particular interest to cancer researchers as they contain heterogeneous populations of cells with areas of proliferating cells at the surface of the spheroid and quiescent cells in the center due to limited oxygen and nutrient transport (Mehta et al. 2012) . Larger spheroids may contain areas of necrotic cells at the center and may more closely reflect the structure of some tumor types in vivo (Yoshii et al. 2011) . This can be a useful feature for modeling hypoxia in cancer research (Hirschhaeuser et al. 2010) . Aggregate cultures have been used previously to evaluate drug resistance and sensitivity and typically show more resistance to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy when compared with 2D monolayer cultures (Feder-Mengus et al. 2008) . Multicellular spheroids have also been used to successfully culture cancer stem cells (CSCs). These cells are thought to be responsible for the relapse of cancer after treatment (O'Connor et al. 2014) . CSCs need to be cultured in 3D to retain specific properties. For example, ovarian cancer spheroids display self-renewal potential and increased invasiveness compared with cells in monolayers (Wang et al. 2012) . Additionally, unlike their 2D counterparts, human colon tumor cells grown in 3D spheroids maintain CD133 expression, expand under serum-free conditions, initiate xenograft tumors, and display resistance to chemotherapy-induced apoptosis (Fang et al. 2010) .
Suspended 3D spheroids provide a structure that more closely mimics the structural and physiological environment Formation of 3D micro-tissues using hanging drop approach. Droplets of cell suspension are placed on the lid of a Petri dish, which is gently inverted and placed on top of the dish containing media to maintain a humid atmosphere. Suspended cells come together in the apex of the droplet, forming a compact 3D aggregate. (B) 3D culture using hydrogel technology. The cartoon shows cells within a matrix of protein molecules that create a nano-scale micro-environment mimicking the structure of the extracellular matrix. Cells are embedded within the proteinous 3D framework within an aqueous-based gel. (C) Porous solid scaffold supporting 3D cultured cells. Cells enter the porous framework of the solid scaffold where they do not flatten, they maintain their 3D structure, and they bind to one another forming 3D tissue-like masses.
and will allow for the development and testing of therapies that specifically target CSCs. The use of spheroids in the process of cancer research and drug discovery is common. However, the routine use of such models for drug development has been hampered by the lack of standardized procedures to produce uniform spheroids and their incorporation into high-throughput screening procedures. Recently, several protocols have been developed for the standardization of cancer spheroid formation (Friedrich et al. 2009 ). Procedures have also been developed that can then be applied to a range of cancer cells and are compatible with existing high throughput systems (Vinci et al. 2012 ). In addition, multicellular spheroids have been embedded into scaffoldbased technologies of the types highlighted below. One particular study uses collagen hydrogels to embed multicellular aggregates to evaluate both drugs and drug-device interactions (Charoen et al. 2014 ).
Scaffold-based technologies for 3D cell culture
The use of scaffold-based 3D culture models extends the range of options available to researchers. 3D scaffolds can be manufactured from a range of natural and synthetic materials. Natural biomaterials are often based on various components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) such as collagen (Baharvand et al. 2006) , fibrin (Willerth et al. 2006 ) and hyaluronic acid ) but can also include other naturally derived materials, including silk (Mauney et al. 2007 ), gelatin (Awad et al. 2004 ) and alginate (Li et al. 2010) . These materials are biocompatible and contain cell adhesion sites. They are also advantageous for tissue engineering applications, as they are biodegradable. For the purposes of cell culture, however, biodegradation of the scaffold may be an unwanted feature since it introduces another variable that is difficult to control and may influence cell activity in unknown ways. Other limitations may include lot-to-lot variability and limited mechanical properties.
Scaffolds made from synthetic materials have advantages such as a defined chemical composition and tunable mechanical properties that have been shown to affect cell differentiation (Engler et al. 2006 ) and cell adhesion (Hayward et al. 2013) . Synthetic materials used in 3D scaffolds include biomaterials such as polymers (Gunatillake & Adhikari, 2003) and titanium (van den Dolder et al. 2003) , ceramic-based materials such as bioactive glasses (Lu et al. 2003) , and self-assembled peptides (Garreta et al. 2006) . A synthetic scaffold provides reproducibility; it may be inert and non-degradable or may be designed with tunable degradability that is not possible in naturally derived materials. However, synthetic materials may lack sites for cellular adhesion and may require a coating of ECM proteins to attempt to mimic the niche in which cells reside naturally. There are several different methods for scaffold-based 3D culture, which can be broadly divided into two approaches -hydrogels and solid scaffolds.
Hydrogel technology
A popular option for 3D culture is the encapsulation of cells in a hydrogel comprising a loose scaffold framework of a cross-linked natural base material such as agarose, fibrin, collagen or hyaluronic acid with high water content (Tibbitt & Anseth, 2009) (Figs 2B and 3) . Hydrogels can be designed to support specific types of cell growth and function by either trapping cells in an artificial ECM protein environment (Heywood et al. 2004; Jongpaiboonkit et al. 2008) or allowing cells to migrate into the interior of the gel from the surface (Topman et al. 2013 ). This ECM micro-environment may be modified to incorporate biologically active molecules. Cells may be encapsulated into the gels by selfassembly, ionic cross-linking or radical polymerizations by UV exposure. However, hydrogels have inherent disadvantages, such as the use of UV light to cure the gel, which may have a detrimental effect on cells (Nicodemus & Bryant, 2008) . In addition, some cells can only be cultured for relatively short periods of time due to problems with the diffusion of nutrients through the hydrogel (Jongpaiboonkit et al. 2008) .
Common uses of hydrogels in 3D culture. Hydrogels are commonly used in models of branching morphogenesis. This process depends on both chemical and physical properties of the ECM. In vivo models are complex, making it difficult to understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms behind the process of tube formation, and 2D in vitro models lack the influence of the ECM found within a 3D environment. The advantage of 3D culture for studying the mechanisms of tube formation has been reviewed recently (Zegers, 2014) . The formation of branching tubules is commonly studied in either Collagen I matrices (Wells et al. 2013) or reconstituted basement membrane extracts (Debnath et al. 2003) prepared from commercial products such as Matrigel â . Comparisons of these two hydrogels have demonstrated that different ECM compositions are required for cell polarization and lumen formation (Santos & Nigam, 1993; Campbell & Watson, 2009) . Hydrogels are often used in vitro to create models of angiogenesis. Such models have shown potential for the study of both vascular morphogenesis and the preclinical testing of drugs (Zeitlin et al. 2012) . Another advantage of hydrogels is their ability to encapsulate and release bioactive agents. Immobilization of regulatory factors in hydrogels has previously been demonstrated to enhance vascular differentiation of human embryonic stem cells ). More recently combining hydrogels, bioactive agents and a co-culture system has provided a model of tumor angiogenesis to further understand the role of endothelial cells in the tumor microenvironment (Chwalek et al. 2014) . Hydrogels have also been used in vitro in an attempt to mimic the use of stem cells. Attempts to recreate this niche have involved the use of hyaluronic acid to support the growth of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) in vivo and regulate co-regulation of gene expression, proliferation and morphogenesis (Toole, 2009) . Hyaluronic acid has also been used in hydrogels to maintain the growth of hESCs in culture ). This 3D culture environment was used to maintain a state of self-renewal by hESCs and, with the introduction of angiogenic factors, to induce vascular differentiation. The use of a single component of the ECM in such culture models, however, does not reflect the natural complexity of ECM. Oversimplification of the extracellular micro-environment can affect cell proliferation, adhesion and phenotype regulation (Cukierman et al. 2002; Hakkinen et al. 2011 ), which in turn can be detrimental to cellular differentiation. Equally, there are specific ECM proteins that can significantly influence the differentiation of hESCs in 3D models (Battista et al. 2005) . While this most likely involves the regulation of signaling via chemical and molecular pathways, there is also evidence that the biomechanical properties of the ECM play an important role (Reilly & Engler, 2010 ).
An alternative to a simplified single component of ECM is a complex mixture of multiple proteins and associated molecules, such as the well-known commercial product, Matrigel â (Kleinman & Martin, 2005) . Matrigel â is the trade name for a gelatinous protein mixture secreted by Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm mouse sarcoma cells and is a form of basement membrane extract. Matrigel â consists of several common ECM proteins including laminin, collagen and entactin, as well as various growth factors. It has previously been used to support a range of cell types in 3D culture (Amatangelo et al. 2013; Lance et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013) . Matrigel â remains a popular option for certain cell culture assays but it does have limitations: it is derived from tumor cells; its exact constituents are not clearly defined; it suffers from batch-to-batch variation; and it presents handling difficulties when dispensed as a chilled liquid. These issues are disadvantageous for 3D cultures intended for routine predictive drug testing. Moreover, it has been suggested that tumor-derived ECM mixtures may result in the development of cell adhesion-mediated drug resistance within the tumor microenvironment (Damiano et al. 1999; Eberle et al. 2011) . One of the primary features of using hydrogels for 3D culture is that cells often grow as isolated aggregates within the gel that in itself is beneficial for certain cell types and assays. For example, tubule formation or modeling the behavior of cancer cells. Hydrogels have also been used to produce well-stratified 3D tissues using a co-culture of fibroblast and embryonic stem cell-derived cells (Hewitt et al. 2009 ). Organized layered structures composed of alternative cell types can be formed using hydrogel-based approaches. However, some of the impracticalities concerning the routine use and preparation of hydrogel-based 3D cultures can restrict this capability.
Solid scaffold-based technology
Seeding cells into a solid scaffold provides a 3D space to support cells, allowing them to create natural 3D tissue-like structures ( Figs 2C and 3 ). An advantage of solid scaffold-based technologies is their ability to support 3D culture and produce organized arrangements of cells in vitro in a controllable and reproducible manner using methods that are more appropriate for routine use. Cells can readily be seeded into the open pore structure of a pre-prepared solid scaffold following simple protocols. Commercially available solid scaffolds overcome the impracticalities and variation associated with user-prepared scaffold materials. Such products are synthetic and free of animal-based components, supplied sterile and ready to use, and are manufactured according to high quality control procedures, minimizing batch variation, and promoting reproducibility and consistency. Collectively, these features are particularly advantageous where tissue structure is naturally organized, well defined, and has an architecture consisting of discrete layers of alternative cell types. The development of artificial skin constructs is a classic example of the routine application of scaffold technologies to recreate the layered structure of dermal and epidermal components (Fig. 4) .
Numerous types of solid scaffold are used for a variety of different applications. For example, a combination of electro-spinning and other manufacturing techniques has been described for the formation of osteon-like structures ). Porous scaffold has been shown to support epidermal-like structures of equine keratinocytes (Sharma et al. 2013) , and to produce co-cultures that can be used to study tumor invasion into the stromal layer (Fischbach et al. 2007) . There is an increasing number of such examples in the literature reflecting the rapid growth of these types of technology and their application. With regard to their use for 3D cell culture, such scaffolds can be broadly divided into fibrous or porous matrices manufactured using a range of different techniques and alternative materials.
Fibrous scaffolds. A common method for producing fibrous matrices is electro-spinning. A mesh of fibers is produced by passing a polymer jet through an electric field and collecting the material on a grounded surface (Nisbet et al. 2009) . It is possible to use two or more jetting materials either in parallel or in series to produce heterogeneous scaffolds. Biologically active materials can be incorporated into the polymer mesh, for example, the incorporation of DNA into poly(ethylene glycol) electrospun scaffolds (Saraf et al. 2010) , the controlled release of antibiotics (Kim et al. 2004) or the delivery anticancer agents (Xie & Wang, 2006) . Electrospun scaffolds have been suggested for the support of stem cell cultures, as the 3D arrangement of fibers is thought to mimic the arrangement and scale of collagen fibrils (Lim & Mao, 2009) . A unique feature of electrospun scaffolds is the ability to form materials containing aligned fibers. This feature allows cells to adhere and elongate along the fibers, which induces cell alignment and directionality to the cultures (Baker & Mauck, 2007; Wise et al. 2009 ). In many cases, however, cells grown on fibrous scaffolds are not considered to truly represent 3D cell growth. Cells primarily grow along the fiber and may occasionally bridge the gap between individual fibers. The majority of cells in such cultures are therefore essentially growing around the curvature of a 2D substrate promoted by their adhesions to the rounded fibers (Reilly & Engler, 2010) .
Porous scaffolds. Porous scaffolds create a 3D microenvironment in which cells enter; they do not flatten out as in conventional 2D cell culture and the cells retain their natural 3D structure. Most important, the cells form contacts and interactions with adjacent cells within the 3D space to epi der A B Fig. 4 Construction of tissue-like structures composed of layers of alternative cell types. The presentation of a solid porous scaffold as a membrane provides a suitable platform to construct layers of alternative cell types. Many types of tissue are composed of alternate layers of cells and such tissue architecture can be replicated by seeding cells sequentially onto supporting porous scaffolds. (A) An example of two cell types: those in blue were seeded first and allowed to grow and establish a 3D culture inside the scaffold; those in green were seeded second onto the surface of the scaffold to establish a 3D layer on top. (B) Example of a human skin construct produced by first seeding human primary dermal fibroblasts into a 200-lm-thick porous polystyrene scaffold for 7 days, followed by seeding human primary keratinocytes onto the surface and maintaining the culture for a further 21 days at the air-liquid interface. The skin construct matures over time in culture consisting of differentiated epidermal (epi) and supporting dermal (der) components. Scale bar: 50 lm. (Image courtesy of N. Robinson, Durham University).
create tissue-like structures. The void and pore dimensions within the material are critical parameters that can influence the ability of cells to fill the 3D space, to bridge gaps, and to fill the voids to create a 3D mass of cells. Scaffolds with a defined void size can be produced using a physical process known as particulate leaching, resulting in a sponge-like porous polymer (Ma & Choi, 2001) . Particulate leaching involves casting polymer around soluble beads known as porogens. Commonly used porogens are salt (Levenberg et al. 2003) , sugar (Wei & Ma, 2006) and paraffin spheres (Ma & Choi, 2001) . A disadvantage of the particulate leaching process is that it is possible to produce voids that have limited connectivity with adjacent spaces. This lack of inter-connectivity between voids can lead to a heterogeneous culture of isolated cells within the 3D environment of the porous scaffold. Levenberg et al. (2003) used salt-leached poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLA) to form porous scaffolds to create an artificial 3D microenvironment for differentiating human embryonic stem cells. Although this was successful in part, they also demonstrated the difficulties of getting the cells to infiltrate throughout the scaffold (Levenberg et al. 2003 ). An alternative strategy to producing porous scaffolds involves emulsion templating (Bokhari et al. 2007c) . As with particulate leaching, it is possible to produce pores of defined size but more finely control the properties of the material (Carnachan et al. 2006) . Unlike porogen leaching, all voids are connected to adjacent voids via interconnecting pores, resulting in a highly porous material which cells can populate in a homogeneous manner creating substantial 3D cultures.
Use of different materials for the production of solid scaffolds. Various materials have been used to create different types of scaffold that have subsequently been developed into a range of formats and presentations. Natural substrates such as seaweed-derived alginate have been used to support 3D growth either by encapsulation (Zimmermann et al. 2007) or fabrication into a macro-porous scaffold (Dvir-Ginzberg et al. 2008) . This method allows the growth of cells as individual spherical masses within large voids of 50-100 lm. However, such growth is not homogeneous throughout the material and the large thickness of the scaffold is not supportive of efficient mass transfer of oxygen and nutrients. Biodegradable materials such as poly (lactic acid) and poly(glycolic acid) and their co-polymer [poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)] have been developed previously for use in 3D cell growth (Mikos et al. 1993) . These materials were originally developed for use in tissue engineering applications, as their ability to degrade, aids the integration of transplanted cells within host tissues. Although this is an advantage for tissue repair, biodegradability can be detrimental for in vitro studies. Scaffold degradation can lead to the release of by-products such as lactic acid, and localized areas of high concentration of by-products can subsequently influence cell behavior. This is especially important during stem cell culture, as the build-up of waste products can lead to a decrease in levels of pluripotency markers and the onset of differentiation (Ouyang et al. 2007 ). Moreover, biodegradable materials are not practical for routine 3D cell culture where issues such as shelf life, storage and product consistency need to be taken into consideration.
The use of inert non-degradable materials overcomes these problems and they can be engineered into highly porous scaffolds suitable for routine 3D cell culture. Such scaffolds can be manufactured using the techniques previously highlighted such as electrospinning (Sun et al. 2007 ), particulate leaching (Aydin et al. 2009 ) and emulsion templating (Carnachan et al. 2006; Bokhari et al. 2007c ), but can also be formed using alternative methods including gas foaming technology (Salerno et al. 2009 ). These scaffolds provide a large internal volume and 3D space that cells can occupy and form tissue-like structures. Variations in scaffold manufacturing technique have led to small-scale advances in materials development and application to cell biology but very few have been developed into a commercially successful process to consistently manufacture scaffolds for biological applications in vitro and routine 3D cell culture. Development of such a consumable product is an essential step if 3D culture is to be accepted by the scientific community and commonly used in the cell culture laboratory. The exception is emulsion templating, a long established technology for producing highly porous polymeric scaffolds. Emulsion templating has subsequently been optimized to produce highly porous scaffolds made from cross-linked polystyrene which has been sectioned into 200-lm-thick membranes for use in routine 3D cell culture (Maltman & Przyborski, 2010; Knight et al. 2011) . Such materials have been used to culture a range of cell types in 3D, including hepatocytes (Bokhari et al. 2007a,b; Schutte et al. 2011) , osteoblasts (Bokhari et al. 2007c ) and pluripotent stem cellderived neurons (Hayman et al. 2004 (Hayman et al. , 2005 . The 3D culture environment provided by this type of scaffold has demonstrated increased functionality compared with conventional 2D cultures (Burkard et al. 2012 ) and cytotoxic agents have displayed lower apparent cytotoxicity (Alayoubi et al. 2013) .
Polystyrene is an attractive substrate for 3D cell culture since it is familiar to the user, is inert, and does not degrade during normal use. This makes the scaffold useful for in vitro testing when a consistent cell culture environment is required. However, polystyrene lacks biochemical stimuli (e.g. cell anchorage-dependent molecules), although this can partly be addressed by coating such scaffolds with known extracellular matrix proteins. Polystyrene is also stiff and lacks the biomechanical properties found in soft tissues. In this instance a hydrogel-based technology may be a more appropriate choice where the stiffness of the scaffold can be controlled. A balance therefore needs to be struck between the needs of the model and the convenience of its use.
Solid porous scaffolds are particularly useful for the co-culture of different cell types in layered arrangements in close proximity (Fig. 4) . There are many examples of tissues in the body where cells of alternative types are arranged as adjacent layers. Such tissue architecture is common in epithelia and certain organ systems. Modern 3D cell culture methods can now enable the recreation of these structures, resulting in realistic tissue constructs in vitro. An example of a 3D human skin construct is shown in Fig. 4 where dermal fibroblasts are seeded within an inert scaffold supporting a layer of stratified keratinocytes at the air-liquid interface on the surface. The human dermal fibroblasts produce extracellular matrix proteins within the scaffold including significant amounts of endogenous collagen, thus removing the need for an exogenous collagen gel.
Summary
Advances in technology have led to new opportunities for growing cells in culture and the creation of 3D tissue-like constructs. This is primarily a consequence of inter-disciplinary research between cell biology and the biophysical sciences, introducing new materials and methods of manufacture to create platforms tailored to support 3D cell growth in vitro. The culture of cells in 3D is advancing rapidly, as reflected in the growing numbers of the publications in the scientific literature. The success of this technology will depend on the adoption, validation and application of these new approaches. This is likely to take time as the scientific community recognizes the limitations of conventional 2D cell culture and appreciates the value of new ways to reliably culture cells in 3D. The creation of tissue-like constructs in a reliable and reproducible manner according to clearly defined protocols is essential to encourage users to adopt these new approaches. A potential issue is a reliable source of cells for such models, particularly human cells. Stem cell science offers an exciting opportunity whereby a renewable source of human material can be differentiated into cells of interest. However, differentiation of tissue is complex and occurs naturally within a 3D context. The ability to combine stem cell research and 3D culture technology therefore opens exciting new prospects for the creation of human tissue in vitro for use in basic research, drug discovery and safety screening. Inroads in this area have already been made, showing how a combination of stem cells and scaffolds is beneficial for the construction of tissues in vivo and for cell delivery (Willerth & Sakiyama-Elbert, 2008) . The opportunities to recreate tissue structure in vitro using human stem cell-derived materials will have many advantages, advancing research, increasing the efficiency of drug discovery, and reducing the reliance on animal models. This field has enormous potential and there will be many developments over the coming years that will radically influence how cells are cultured in the laboratory.
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